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Currently, these online apps or websites comprise a wide-ranging variety of 
games. The players can bet on these live games/sports or other related games 
for winning prizes or money in return. The transaction made on these apps or 
websites is done via electronic data exchange, which can be either real-time 
or through internet or intranet networks.

This growth impact was mainly due to the sole dependency of this market on 
the Sport-type bets.

The outbreak of COVID-19 positively impacted the growth of the 
Online Betting Market mainly in the sports-type as various governments 
across the world imposed lockdowns to control the Virus’s spread.

Online Betting refers to wagering on sports-type or any other 
type where in decision is involved which can attract prediction on the internet. 
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BETaverse, is a platform which will not only concentrate of Sports-type, 
but will also give an opportunity to create bets on any other segments 
wherein decision is involved which can attract predictions.

According to DataReportal's Global Social Media Overview April 2021, 
there are more than 4.8 billion internet users worldwide. Online betting allows 
players to monitor betting activity in real time using internet-connected devices 
escalating the betting market growth as well as the betting market trends 
and forecasts.

The growing popularity of connected devices, the adoption of betting, and 
the evolving digital infrastructure all contribute to the demand for betting.

BETaverse will open up lot of opportunities for Bet creations in various 
segments and as every user will have an opportunity to create a Bet or 
Participate in betting on available Bets the opportunity for growth is immense.

BETaverse, is a platform of SIMPLISTIC APPROACH for betting with full clarity 
on the prediction betting process and the results of the bet post the respective 
bet event among the participants keeping ambiguity at the bay. 

Widespread Smartphone Penetration

Ease of payment online is fuelling the Online Betting market

Growth Drivers
Online Betting Market 



Market Trends 
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The sports betting market size is 
estimated to be at USDT 84.58 
billion in 2022, 
is expected to increase at a CAGR 
of 10.2% to USDT 223.40 billion by 
2032.

Source: FMI (Future Market Insights)

Fueling Growth

The growing impact of technologies such as blockchain, virtual reality, and AI, 
specifically machine learning tools, is one of the betting market key trends. 
The betting market is expected to expand during the forecast period as a result 
of increased consumer demand for betting, which is being driven by 
technological advancements.

As the betting market evolves, consumers must develop useful strategies and 
make accurate predictions to increase their efficiency.

The betting market is also influenced by the adoption of mainly sports betting 
through video streaming and instant messaging services, as well as changes 
in the regulatory landscape of the sports betting market.

The sports betting market expansion of distribution channels, increase in 
purchasing power of middle-income groups, increase in product awareness, 
and smart strategic marketing activities all have a positive impact on the 
sports betting market key trends and opportunities.

The use of 5G networks, as well as the use of AI and blockchain 
technologies, will provide profitable betting market opportunities to 
participants during the forecast period.
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Currently available betting Industry is centralized and managed by bet 
houses, where good betters are either restricted (by imposing limits) or 
banned, no assurance of well deserved payments.

Betaverse is a blockchain based decentralized platform with no limit on 
what you can bet on, no maximum or minimum limits on the amount 
you can bet and no rollover requirements.

Lowest fees

Only 4% from the loser’s pot 
( 1% buyback and burn of tokens & 
1% arbitrators 2% for Bet Creator) 
fees are applicable. 
Best part is burning of platform 
token in fact increases the value 
of token making it even better.

Betaverse works on lowest 
fees for the winners!!!!

Global Access

Betaverse is a community as well 
as peer-to-peer, decentralized 
platform, providing open, global & 
transparent access to its markets. 
Anyone having blockchain wallets 
can use the platform freely 
(abiding by the local laws)

Betverse  is community driven 
platform where every person 
can participate, create bets, 
join any bet, report bet result, 
challenge bet result.

Community Driven

Everything is driven by the 
smart contracts 
(Code is the rule!). 
No middleman entities.

Governed by Smart contracts
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How Betaverse Works? 

Users

Deposit 100 BET Tokens

Arbitrator

Deposit 1 million BET Tokens

One time Deposit.
Need deposit to use Platform. Can withdraw anytime.

CREATE BETUser

Other Users 
Join Bet

Category
Bet Details
Timing Details
Result Options

Bet 
Time 
Over

Users Report Result / Challenge Reported Result

DisputeDistribute Rewards

Result Reported and 
No Challenge

Result Reported & Challenged
Or No Result Reported

Multiple Results Or 
No Result ReportedSingle Result

Arbitrators Vote

Distribute Rewards Refund

Bet Over Bet Over

Bet Over

BET tokens required as 
deposit to use platform

100 BET tokens to join any bet

1 million BET tokens to 
become arbitrator

Betting with stable coins

1000 BET tokens to Create bet

Deposit 1000 BET Tokens 



Distribute Rewards

Winners get all the money from
the pot
(winners + losers contribution)
in proportion of the pot
contribution.
4% commission is charged
from the contribution of  losers
contribution.
(1% is distributed to arbitrators and
1% is used to buyback BET tokens
and burn 2% to Bet creator)

Refund

Everyone receives their money
back.

User Platform Deposit tokens are
collected and burned.
When arbitrators give different
result than reported/challenged
result

User- Wrong Result Report
Wrong Challenge

Arbitrator Deposit tokens are
collected and burned.
When there is no agreement
between arbitrators, such bets are
recorded.
Arbitrators in minority are flagged.
3 times flagged arbitrators deposit
tokens are forfeited and burned.

Arbitrator-Wrong Result No Result
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How Betaverse Works?
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Tokenomics

Roadmap

Total Tokens
100,000,000

30%
(30,000,000)

15%
(15,000,000)

25%
(25,000,000)

18%
(18,000,000)

12%
(12,000,000)

Public Crowdsale

PCS Liquidity

Bet Creation Funds +
Ecosystem Development +
User Benefits

Team

Liquidity for CEX,
Polygon,
Ethereum Chain exchanges

Phase 2

Based on Phase 1 and
community feedbacks,

further platform improvements,
expansion

Reaching out to wider users.

Phase 1

Launch Token

Marketing

AMA session
 

Launch Web Platform on Ethereum,
Polygon and other chains

Launch Mobile Platform

Marketing and Promotion

Publishing Article

Launch Web Platform on BEP-20



Disclaimer
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This White Paper is a work in progress and will be updated with more details from 
time to time. More details about the Project and token usage may be added from 
time to time in a series of updates which will be noted on Project’s official website 
at betaverse.app. Please be cautious of other phishing sites and 
similar sites. If you are in doubt as to the action you should take, please consult your 
financial, legal, tax, technical or other professional advisors. 

General Disclaimer

 
This White Paper and the information contained herein, should be regarded as an 
informative document describing the technical and business aspects of the Project. 
This White Paper is not binding and the Project shall not be responsible for any loss 
arising from the use, reference, or basing of information from this White Paper. 
This White Paper is prepared based on the current views and plans of Project. Certain 
statements, estimates and financial information contained in this White Paper can 
be regarded as forward-looking statements. Such forward-looking statements or 
information involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties, which may cause 
actual events or results to differ materially from the estimates or the results implied 
or expressed in such forward-looking statements. Project reserves the sole and 
absolute discretion to revise this White Paper from time to time by posting the 
updated White Paper on the Website. Such updated White Paper will become 
effective immediately from the time of posting. The sole purpose of this White Paper 
is to provide the recipient with preliminary information to the Project. 
All statements of opinion and all projections, forecasts, or statements relating to 
expectations regarding future events or the possible future performance represent 
Project’s own assessment and interpretation of information available to it currently. 
None of the information in this White Paper has been filed with, reviewed by, or 
approved by any regulatory authority. This White Paper is also not intended to 
constitute an offer of, or a solicitation for investment in, capital markets products, 
securities or any other financial or investment instrument in any jurisdiction. This 
White Paper does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to 
purchase the tokens in any jurisdiction in which such offer or solicitation is not 
authorized or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such offer or solicitation.  

Legal Disclaimer

Please read the following sections carefully. This white paper (“White Paper”) has 
been issued by BETaverse_____. (Henceforth “Project”). No part of this White Paper is 
to be reproduced, distributed, disseminated or otherwise transmitted. 

Important Notice

 
This White Paper was conceived, designed and written in the English language. 
The Project’s team is currently working with multiple entities to translate this White 
Papers to other languages. In the event of any conflict or inconsistency, the English 
version of this White Paper shall take precedence over the translated version.

Language Disclaimer


